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STUDY OF VIBRATIONS GENFRATED BY ThL TRACKS OF TRACKED VEHICLES

AB3iTRACT

The crew members of tracked vehicles are affected adversely by low

frequency vibrations transmitted to the vehicle compartment from the

vibrations occurring in the trac6. Thv noise and vibration level in the

crew compartment can cause hearing damage and serious discomfort to the

crew members resulting in seriou& degradation of efficiency. These noise

and vibration are caused by the transmission of the vibrations occurring

in the track as it leaves the rear road wheel and goes over the idler

and engages the sprocket. The chordal action in various parts of the

crack corresponding to the resonance--type vibrations also contribute

to the noise and vh ,ration. These factors, therefore, indicate loss of

energy generated by th, engine in addition to the discomfort to t&:e

crew.

-Th,. tesareh ork deseri-,,ed in this repar4 is an analytical study

of the vibrations generated by the track of tracked vehicles. A method

of analysis is derived from the technique of receptance calculation. By

this means, the ratio of displacement at the idler whL.el support to a

periodic force applied at the rear road wheel, as the track pads strike

the road, is calculated. This ratio can be obtained with due regtrds to

the various physical parameters describing the characteristics of the

track configuration and the boundary conditions at the idler wheel support.

Analysis of forces acting on the idler wheel support also yields results

Ii



describing favorable idler wheel configuration, compliance of idler

arm, and the size of tite track shoe a-seinw 1. Combination of these

results can be used to predict optimum conditions under which the

vibration of a prescribed frequency can be minimized.

The present analytical study is a preliminary work that sbould

lead into more extensive experimental and field work involving actual

vehicles operating under various terrain conditions- '("'.
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STUDY OF VIRATIONS CENERATED BY THE IRACKS OF TRACKED VEHICLES

I INTRODUCTION

The noise level in the crew compartment of tracked vehicles, such as

tank. and personal carriers, can at some speeds exceed the pressure level

that causes hearing damage. Low frequency vibration in the crew compart-

ment is also known to cause serious discomfort to the crew members
f

resulting in serious degradation of efficiency. The noise and vibrations

are generated by several different sources. Engine noise, noise from the

cooling fans, and the vibrations transmitted to the vehicle compartment

as the track shoes strike the groud at periodic intervals, all contribute

to the noise and vibration. All of these vibration sources are velocity

dependent.

Another important source of the noise and vibration Is the chordal

action in the track of the vehicle. A previous study showed that the

primary excitation of the low frequency noise and vibration in the

vehicle compartment occurred when the track left the rear road wheel

and wetL over the idler and engaged the sprocket. Transverse component

of the vibration of the track between the rear road wheel and the idler

has been shown to be the primary source of vibration transmitted to the

vehicle compartment.

The research work described in this report is an analytical study

of the vibration generated by the tracks of tracked vehicles. This analy-

3 tical study will form a preliminary work that should lead into more

3
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extenalve experimental and field work involving actual vehicles operating

unr various terrain conditions.

II PROBLEM STATEMENT

As the track leaves the rear road wheel and goes over the idler and

engages the sprocket, vibrations will occur in the track, in the sprocket,

and in the idler. A previous study* has shown that the transverse modes

of the vibrations in the track are transmitted to the vehicle compartment

thereby affecting the performance of both the vehicle and its crew.

Severe coupling may also occur between the vehicle compartment and the

standing-wave type transverse vibrations in the upper part of the track.

The chordal action in the track is assumed to depend on many

factors, including track tension, vehicle speed, the ratio of the idler

wheel diameter to the length of the track pitch, the interaction of the

track with the terrain, etc.

The study of interaction between the track and the terrain is outside

the intended scope of the present research. Although some work has been

done to reduce the level cf noise and vibration by means of different

track configurationq, such as the double-pin type or a re-design of idler

arms, the problem involving the basic source of vibration, namely the track

itself, remains to be investigated.

*Report No. MPG-178, "Noise and Vibration Reduction Program on the M-109

Self-Propelled Howitzer", Allison Division Army Tank-Automotive Plant,

1966.i
I
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The present research is to involve the initiation of an analytical

Iinvestigation of the vibrations generated in the track. The future
application of the results of such a study to the reduction of noise

Iand vibration in tracked vehicles without drastic re-design of the
I vehicle mechanisms is seen as the end objective.

III ANALYTICAL APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM

The basic aim of this study is to conduct an analytical investigation to

predict conditions for reduction of noise and vibration generated in the

I track. Such a study will ordinarily require deve.lopment of appropriate

differential equations for track configuration as it traverses the path

I between the road wheel and the idler. These equations must be developed

with due regard to the track tension and the length of the track pitch

in relation to the idler wheel diameter. Solutions for theae equations

j must be obtained for vibrations in the track under as many different

boundary conditions as possible at the rear road wheel and the tension

I idler. The constraint imposed on this study is to analyze the problem within

i a limitation of no drastic re-design of vehicle system.

The usual approach employed in the vibrational analysis of periodic

systems proves to have limited application in the study of track vibration

for the purpose stated above. Physical parameters, such as the track pitch,

I mass of a shoe assembly, the moment of inertia of the shoe, etc., are all

interdependent and it becomes intractable to predict what effect any one

of these parameters has on vibration independent of the other parameters.

One analytical approach that reduces this coouplication is that based

on the technique of receptance calculation. This method makes it possibleI
U
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to -.alculate the ratio of displacement at the idler to the periodic

force input at the rear road wheel, the transfer receptance. The coeffi-

cient of transfer receptance will be expressed in terms of various

physical parameters describing the track configuration and the boundary

condition at the idler wheel.

The analysis of the receptance coefficient will then enable one

to predict conditions under which the displacement at the idler will

be a minimum for a given periodic force input at the rear road wheel.

I
I
I
I
I
I
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IV ANALYSIS OF TRACK VIBRATION

The aim of this analysis is to obtain a solution that relates a

periodic force input at the rear road wheel to the corresponding

displacement or force at the idler wheel. Such an analysis will enable

one to predict conditions that will minimize the displacement at the

idler vheel for different values of input-force at the road wheel. The

analysis will be developed from the calculation of receptance coeffi-

cients.

4.1 Definition an6 Calculation of Receptances

A track is represented as a series of identical masses coupled

together at the joints*. At equilibrium, the system may either be in a

straight-line configuration or at some angle between the adjacent

elements (See Figure 1

Each element of rit _,ystem can . represented by the mass unit as

shown in Figure 2. The pin at the left end of each element has a restoring

torsion constant K (nt-m/rad) when a moment of force is applied to the

element by application of forces at either end.

Consider one such element. The term F and u represent the force

and the displacement, respectively (See Figure 3). The element has two

"direct receptances" and one "transfer receptance" defined as follows:

*The system treated here corresponds to a single-pin type track shoe

assembly. For the double-pin configuration, the idealized model would be

a series of alternating ma&ses. The development of the basic theory in

this case is essentially the same, but more complicatk.d arithmetically.

I
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Direct receptances:

Angular displacement corresponding to u
ai -

Moment of force applied at 1 (-F1 )

Angular displacement about point 2

Moment of force F1

1 2 0

F 1
2FI

Angular displacement corresponding to u2
a 22 Moment of force applied at 2 (-F2)

Angular displacement about point 1

Moment of force F2

-2 i F -0 . (2)

F' t2F22 2

Trans fer receptance:

Angular displacement corresponding to u

Moment of force applied at 2 (-F2)

Angular displacement about point 2

Moment of force F2

Angular displacement corresponding to u2

Moment of force applied at 1 (-F 1 )

Angular displacement about point 1

Moment of force F1

a "21. (3)
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Explicit expressions for these receptances can be calculated in

the following manner. If a periodic force is applied at one end (F3.)

and the sysi .m responds in a simple harmonic oscillation of frequency

w with no friction, then the equation of motion will yield

XF1 - 10 -IW26 _ -w 2u 1l/ , (4)

where I is the moment of inertia of the element about 2. Therefore,

from equations (1) and (4),

1., - U1/1
2F1 - -1/IW 2  (5)

for the direct receptance at 1.

If FI is applied and F2-O, there is no angular distortion at the

pin and u2 ul. Therefore,

u2/L
2F1 - u1/L

2F1

and

a12 - u2 /F 1  u1/L
2F1 - -1/Iw 2 _ ,21 " al1. (6)

For the calculation of a22, consider the term u2 /.

u2  ( Angular displacement about 2
due to the moment applied by F2

Angular displacement corresponding to the distortion of the pin)+ due to the moment applied by F 2

- 0I2 F2 + IF2/ K

--F /IW2 + IF 2 /K

- LF2 [(l/K) - (1/IW2)] - IF2 [(Iw
2 - K)/KIW 2]
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and

u2 /, A.
2 - K

-22 IKI 2  (7)

In the above definition and calculation of the receptances, it

was implicitly assumed that there is no friction and the moment of inertia

of each element is the same about either of its ends. In a real track

assembly, the friction at the pin is likely to be much smaller in magnitude

compared to the torsion constant and can be ignored in the first approxi-

mation. The moment of inertia of a shoe assembly will depend on a

specific configuration of the shoe. Not much generality will be lost

from the physics standpoint by assuming the same value of moment of

inertia about either end of the element.

4.2 Wave Propa~atin in Periodic Elements

In order to ii vestigate the propagation of disturbances in the track

assembly as a periodic force is applied at one end, consider again the

series of coupled elements, as shown in Figure 4. Each element is numbered

by I, II, III, ... , and the ends of the element are identified by subscripts

L (-left) and R (-right).

Since all the elements are identical, the phase relationship of the

wave propagation between two different elements can be characterized by

a propagation constant E. Thus, for example, between two adjacent elements

I and II,

F LII " FLI e - i
' (8)

c * propagation constant.

1 " e (9)
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F1, uT i

2

F2, u2

Figure 3. Forces and displacements from equilibrium at
the ends of each element.

I II

F LI FRI FPLII FRII

U1 1 u I LI1 n

Figure 4. Forces and displacements at the ends of elements
I, II, 111, ... are identified by the subscripts
L(=left) and R(-right).
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Equilibrium condition requires that

FL I -FRI (10)

and the continuity condition requires that

ULII -URI. (11)

Therefore, combining these with equations (8) and (9),

FRI -e- F L, (12)

URI" e 'I* (13)

Now, from the definitions of the receptances

(ZD (:11 aD12 :2FLI '12'21
u RI a 21 a 22 Z' FRI

all1 2 FLI + al2L2 F R

21 Z2F LI + a2 2 2F RI

( 1aL 2
FL + '1 2

2
FRI

e - ae a l2F LI + e a 12 ue oRI )(4
where, in the last step, a relatiouship (13) was used to write
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I FLIa 2 l + FRI 22 URI/L2 - e- zLI/L2

"e (FLIall FRIa 12)•

j Rwriting the above result by transferring the terms on the righthamd

side to the left and combining with equation (12), one obtains a two

J simultaneous equations for F RI and FLI;

-~ ii -ic
((I e)am aRI (a22  a 2 ) + FLI(12 - a11

F RI + e- FLI 0

]For non-trivial solution of the above equations, it is required that

-iE -icI 22 -e a 12  a12 -e a11

- 0,

1 e- iE

I or
(a2 2 - e -ic 1 2 )e - (a12 - e-ical1 ) 1 0

from which it results that

La22 + a1 1 (coo C - (15)

S20 12

This expression gives the propagation constant c in terms of the receptance

I coefficients.

I
I
1
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4.2.1 Characteristic Receptances

In a periodic system, a wave disturbance can propagate in either

direction. Let a single wave propagate throug! the periodic system.

Then, from equations (12) and (14),

-ic
FRI - FLIT

,, - - i c

ULl L2 FLI (a e a12),

a receptance can be defined by

UL -i (16)
aw+ -'F a12.

This expression defines the "characteristic wave receptance" of a

poiirive-going wave in an infinite periodic system.

For the wave traveling in the opposite direction, the replacement

of e- ic by e+ iE will result in the characteristic wave receptance for

the negative-going wave:

0w- M a1 1 - e Ea1 2 . (17)

4.3 Receptances of a Finite Periodic System

The periodic system corresponding to a track configuration between

the rear road wheel and the idler must be represented by a finite system

with a suitable boundary. Such a system is shown in Figure 5.

Harmonic force F0 is applied at the lefthand end A. The term u0 is

the displacement at A. The boundary B at the righthand end corresponds

to the idler position, where the receptance is assumed to be aB' There

are N elements in the periodic system.
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When a periodic force F0 is applied at the road wheel, it generates

a positive-going w'ave in the system whose displacement at A is u+. The

wave travels to the boundary B, is reflected and returns as a negative-

going wave to A, where its contribution to the displacement is u_.

Therefore, the total displacement at A is

Uo  u++ u. (18)

Associated with these displacements are the forces

F0 - F + F_, (19)

where, with the help of characteristic receptances defined in equations

(16) and (171, it can be written that

u+- F L2 ,

(20)

u a a F L 2 .

Hence,

U+ U
F - + (21)

It is necessary to know F_ in terms of F+ . This is determined by

the boundary conditions. At B, the total force due to the two wave

components is

F -F e +Fe , (22)

that is, the force in the positive wave changes by c per periodic element

and, over the N elements to the boundary B, it changes phase by Ne.

Similarly, the total displacement at B due to the two wave components is
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u e Nc+ ue N (23)

Now, the force FB acts on the boundary B and causes the boundary

to have a displacement u given by

U;- 21 pB .  (24)

The displacement must be identical to the total displacement in the

periodic system at B, that is, to uB. Therefore,

£2FBaB a u+e
-iNc + u, iNe

or, using equations (20) and (22),

(cw+L2F+)e iNc + (owt2F)e i Ne

0 tB(12F+e-iNc + £2F eiNc).

Hence,

F+(aw - a)e-i N
E + F_(a - )e i"e =0

or

F_. - ( B )e - 2 1N  (25)

From equations (19) and (25), the force at A is obtained as

F F++ F_

Fw+ -B )e-2iN ]  (26)
w- B
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From equations (18) and (25), the displacement at A is obtained as

- t2Fa +,4- + L 2F a

_2Fto -a W a B )e 21Nc (27)
+ •+ w W

4.3.1 Direct receptance and complex force reflection ratio

The direct receptance at A is defined as the ratio of the angular

displacement corresponding to u0 to the moment of force applied by FO

UM- u0 /t
2F0

%w+ - a_( %-- -B

"w+- MB B°)e-21Nc

a W- Q

_-21NE
aw+ + a w_r fbca. , (28)

1+ r fBe -21N

where
'w+ - 'B  L2FB_ FB_

rfB w- aB Z2? B+  FB+

Force in the negative-going reflected wave at B

Force in the incident wave at B

- Complex force reflction ratio,

or, with the help of equations (16) and (17),
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-ic
11 -e 12 aB

rfB (29)

OL11 ea12 aB

Explicit expression for the direct receptance at A may be obtained

by rewriting equation (28):

w+(%_- OdeiNe - a_(d+ ade-iNc

QAA " (aw- - Y)e -a ( a W+ - )e-iN

M (a %)£ -iN ( - -i))

w+ w (e - eiN ) - B(w - a eiNe

(a w..eiNe - wq.e-iNE - aBc(ee - e )iN )

But,

iN -iNc
e - e -21 sin Ne (30)

and, using equations (16) and (17),

2 + a2  -a 1 a (ei  + C e

a C%2 + 0 2 - 2a 1 12 cosC, (31)

iN- e-iNc a eiNE -a1e i(N-1)c_ a e-iNc + a e-i(N-l)c
,~e -W- 121112

- 21[u11 sin Nc - a12 sin(N-I)c], (32)

iNc -iNc iNc -a2ei(N+1)c (A e-iNE +012e-i(N+l)c
ciWe -w+e " 11e - 12  -1

- 2i[a11 sin Nc - 412 sin(N+1)c]. (33)
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Therefore.,

(CIZ++z 2-2aIt Co.)2i sin Nc - 2ia (CEsin Ne - 12i(N-l)c]
'MAA 111 11=  11

21(a 11 sin Ne - 12 sin(N+l)E] - 21B sin Nv

02 -2aacooE-a a)sin Ne + 2aBsin(N-l)c= i01 .l1 1B--L (34)
(a11 - aB)sin Ne - 12sin(N+l)e

4.3.2 Transfer receptance

The term which is directly related to the present study is the

ratio of the absolute displacement At B to the periodic force applied

at A. This can be obtained from the calculation of the "transfer

receptance" at B. The transfer receptance is defined as the ratio of

the angular displacement corresponding to uB to the moment of force

applied by FO.

From equations (20), (23) and (25),

UB ' + e + u-e

-iNE iNe

L2Faw e + Z2 F_%e

-iNs iN 'aw+ aB -2iNc,t2 F~u a e - ae () )e

Combining this result with equation (27), one obtains

I
I
I
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uB
BA AB j 2 F0

-iNc e iCT a+- aB -2iNc
1 e a _w-e (; -

7

________ 
w- B)

(w+- B)e-21Nc

aW- B

w( )e-iNc )eiNce -2iN e

(a w- aB) - (w+ - aB)e

+ a_ + - + ' - W+ aW-B

(a WeiNc - Ow+e- iN -i B(e iN  - e-iNc

(cie - .+- )u(e -

21[a 11sin Nc - c 12 sin(N+1)c] - 2io B sin Ne

But
-Ic

(w+- %-)B 12(e-ic - e ic)aB

- -21o12aB sin c.

Therefore, the transfer receptance at B takes the expression

cliaB sin

a BA 12B (35)
(a1 - aB)sin Ne - a12sin(N+l)c
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4.4 Analysis of Transfer Receptance

The ratio of the displacement at B to the force applied at A is

obtained from the transfer receptance, equation (35), as

UB 12
F 0 2BA

- - X20, 12 "B in E (36)

(a,, aBsin Nt - 12 sin(N+l)c

where

1
11 1W2

1

(37)
IW2 - K 1 1 1 + a i

a22-.-- "-----+c - +0 el "- a1
022 KIw 2  K iw2  K i K 12 K 21'

a22 + all (l/K)+2a1 ; _ _
2

2012 2a11 2KaI 2K

The expression (36) shows the ratio of the displacement at the idler

wheel position due to the force applied at the rear road wheel as the

wheel strikes the road surface. At constant speeds F0 will be a periodically

applied force whose frequency is proportional ?o the speed. The purpose

of this calculation is to find the condi'ion in which the ratio uB/FO

becomes a minimum for a givett frequency w. The ratio UB/FO depends on

several physical parameters, I, K, N, and X, which can be varied one at

a time while the others are held fixedor more than one at a time. A few

preliminary results are immediately obtained as shown below.
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4.4.1 Receptance of B

The receptance a B at B corivesponds to the boundary condition at

the idler wheel suspension. Two extreme boundary conditions are those

for a free end and for a fixed end.

If free-ended, aB - and

u_ t2a 12sin (
F0  s in Nc

If fixed-end, aB and

B 0. (39)
F 0

These two extreme boundary conditions show that the more rigid the

boundary B is, the smaller the value of uB for a given input force F0

at A. A completely rigid end corresponds to an idler suspension with

zero compliance; in this case, the vehicle body and the idler wheel

would move as a single mass unit, describing a physically impractical

situation of no idler wheel at all. Nevertheless, this result is in

agreement with the result described in the GM report, referred to earlier,

that showed the running of a tank with no idler wheel actually reduced

the internal vibration in the crew compartment.

The complex force reflection ratiu rfB, equation (29), is

a - e-1 a12 0  1 B 1 e"i  a (38)BfB C ic 2 a Bi all~1 - e 012 - B1

I
I
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where

' - ~~/'ll " aB/"l 2 - relative compliance. (39)

The relative compliance defined above can take values between 0 and 0,

corresponding to the two extreme boundary conditions of fixed-end and

free-end, respectively. The reflection ratio rfB, which must be less

than one, increases with decreasing aB" Thus, as a 4 0, the force in

the negative-going reflected wave at B tends to increase. Therefore, while

the value of uB decreases as OB " 0, the chordal action in the track

between the rear road wheel and the idler wheel will have a greater

* amplitude, *.hereby causing a severe vibration in the track itself. This

will cause a greater energy loss.

In practice, a desirable balance may be achieved by making an idler

-- arm compliance relatively stiff (aBH must be small but not zero) at the

same time increasing the mass of the idler wheel. In short, the bigger

the idler wheel, the less vibration is transmitted to the vehicle

compartment through the idler.

4.4.2 Size of Track Shoe Assembly

JThe size of the track shoe, t, and the number of the shoe assembly,

N, between the road wheel and the idler wheel are dependent on each other.

If this dependence is ignored for the moment, the smaller value of t

I corresponds to the smaller value for B/F. since uB/FO . L2 from equation (36).

Thus, less vibration will be transmitted to the vehicle if the shoe

assembly is made small. When this result is combined with that in 4.4.1,

namely that for a larger idler wheel, the optimum coniition will be reached

I at the "continuous-belt" limit of the track.

!
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4.4.3 N-imerical analysis of transfer receptance

Since al a 1 2, the ratio uB/F0 in equation (36) may be rewritten

as

uB _ 2 llaBsin c

F0  a 11 [sin Ne - sin(N+l)c] - aBsin Ne

12a sin cS- - B(40)
sin Ne - sin(N+1)c - a'sin NE

where a' is defined in equation (39). Even though a' may take any value

between zero (fixed-end) and infinity (free-end), the reasonable practical

range of values may be assumed to be 0.01 - 0.25. For real vehicles, the

value of a' must be determined from the measurement of aB at the idler

wheel. This measurement may present a difficult experimental problem.

From equation (37),

Iw2  1
Cos C- 1 - -- 1 + - 1

2K 2Kall

Since -1 < cos <_ 1, the above expression yields

0 4, (41)
-K-

and

sin c - (1- cos2c)1 /2 , [(IW 2/K) - (IW2/2K)2] I/2. (42)

Inspection of equation (40) shows that the ratio uB/F0 is not a

smooth function. This is evident from the fact that the three terms

occurring in that equation, sin e, sin Nc, and sin(N+l)c, are all smooth

sinusoidal functions of different frequencies and that a ratio of

I
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combination of these terms will not generally yield a smooth function.

In order to find conditions in which u B/F 0 becomes a minimum it is most

convenient to use a numerical analysis of equation (40).

The procedure to follow in the numerical analysis is as follows:

For a given frequency w (that is, for a given vehicle speed), vary the

value of Iw2/K between zero and four. The term IW2/K for a given value

of w indicates the ratio of the moment of inertia of a shoe assembly to

the torsion constant of the pin. Corresponding to each value of Iw
2 /K

is a value for sin c, or equivalently, for c.

Next, choose a value for a' and a value for N, the number of shoe

assembly between the rear road wheel and the idler wheel. Using these

values in equation (40), the ratio u B/F0 may be calculated and tabulated

for evaluation.

Appendix A shows a few sample calculations for several typical values

of u' and for N - 5-9.

The result confirms that the ratio uB/FO is not a smooth function,

in general. The tables also show some drastic conditions that should be

avoided if one wants to minimize vibrations transmitted through idler.

For exemple, N-5, a'-0.15 and 1w2/Kl.75 are a bad combination of para-

meters, while a slight alteration of the condition by increasing N by

one drastically reduces the ratio (I/L2cB )u B/Fo.

The sample calculations in Appendix A contain two different cases.

(i) The case in which t is independent of N. This would correspond to the

case in which the distance between the rear road wheel and the idler

wheel is not fixed.
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The dependence of u /F on N for a fixed value of Z may be
BO0

computed by non-dimenuonalizing the equation (40), thus:

1 UB sin c (3
(L a F - (I - a)sin Nc - sin(N+l)c '-B. (43)

(ii) The case in which NA - L - constant. This would correspond to the

case in which the distance between the rear road wheel and the

idler wheel is fixed. Therefore, I can be made smaller only by

increasing N, and vice versa. In this case

( 1 UB (sinE)/N 2  -B
L '- Fo (1 - &')sin Ne - sin(N+l)c " (4)

These two cases are tabulated in separate tables in Appendix A. The

calculations shown are only for the purpose of illustration. Similar

tables may be constructed for different cases. The calculations are

siople enough to be programaed in a hand-held calculator.
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V ANALYSIS OF FORCES ACTING ON THE IDLER WHEEL SUPPORT

The forces acting on the idler wheel support consist of three types,

two of which are static and the other dynamic. They are

(i) Static tension of the track,

(ii) Gravitational force of

a. idler wheel mass M

b. part of the track contributing to the weight on the wheel support

bearing,

(iii) Dynamic effect of centripetal force on the track.

The static forces (track tension and gravitational forces) will not

contribute directly to the vibration coupling between the track and the

vehicle compartment. The dynamic effect of the centripetal force on the

track as it goes around the idler will be a contributing Zactor to the

vibration coupling.

5.1 Static Tension of the Track

The figure shown, Figure 6, illustrates the tension force applied

on the idler wheel support. At constant speeds, T-T 2 and it will not

contribute to the vibration coupling.

5.2 Gravitational Force

The contribution to the forces acting on the idler wheel support due

to gravitation comes from

a. the mass of the idler wheel MI'

b. the mass of the part of track contributing to the weight at C.



W V

Figure 6. Tension forces acting on the idler wheel support.

N'- 4

L 
NZ

Figure 7. Illustration of a track configuration.
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These mass contributions may be approximated by

M = MI + (L' + (N-)sin (45)

where

N' * number of support rollers + 2(for idler wheel and sprocket),

N * number of track shoe assemblies in L,

m * mass of a shoe assembly.

The factor sin # in the third term adjusts Na contribution for the angle

the track assumes with the horizontal between the rear road wheel and the

idler (See Figure 7). Again, this static force does not directly contribute

to the vibration coupling between the track and the vehicle comPartment.

5.3 Centripetal Force on the Track

Figure 8 below illustrates the idler wheel and the part of track

wrapping around it.

At first, assume a constant speed motion. Then the centripetal force

on the track in contact with the wheel is given by

2 2
F (XR de) cos a _ Xv2sinM

2 2

- 2 sin -) - 2Xv2 cos(#/2), 01, (46)
2i 2 <1

Note that F depends both on v and +.C

The centripetal force Fc is maximum at #-0, but in the fore-aft

direction. It is minimum at -f/2, but not zero, and is directed in the
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45" from the vertical. Therefore, even though the magnitude of F isC

maximum when +O, the angle + must be made to approach zero if the

transverse component of the force is to be made small.

For a fixed angle +, if the angular velocity of the track around

the idler wheel changes, the corresponding change in F is given by
c

dF d_F5 M 4xvcos(,) d.- 4Xvacos(), (47)

dt 2 dt 2

where audv/dt - linear acceleration.

As the vehicle accelerates, decelerates or changes direction,

thereby causing the change in the angular velocity of the track roumding

the idler wheel, the interaction force between the track and the idler

wheel also changes in time and it will be transmitted to the vehicle

compartment.

To minimize this contribution of dynamic effect in the transverse

direction, the angle 0 must be made as small as possible.

5.4 Net Force Applied on the Idler Wheel Support

Combining the forces described in the preceding three sections, one

obtains the components of net force applied on the idler wheel support

as shown in Figure 9. They are

Fx - -T -Tcos #- Fc cos(/2),

(48)
F - -Mg - Tsin * - F Cin(4/2).y c

The transverse component of forces will be a minimum for the minimum value

of F . This condition will be approached as 00. In practice, a small value
y

of * can probably be realized by making the idler wheel diameter large.
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T

Figure B. Analysis of centripetal force on the track
going around the idler wheel.

Figure 9. Analysis of net force applied on the idler
wheel support.
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VI CONCLUSION

The transfer receptance calculation carried out in 4.3.2 yields the

ratio uB/F 0 which shows the magnitude of displacement at the idler

wheel caused by the force applied at the rear road wheel. It is assumed

that this force is a periodic one whose frequency is directly proportional

to the speed of the vehicle, that is to the frequency with which the

track shoe assembly strikes the ground.

A previous study* shows that the crew members of tracked vehicles

are affected adversely by low frequency vibrations transmitted to the

vehicle compartment through the idler suspension. In particular, it is

the transverse mode of these vibrations, rather than the fore-aft com-

ponent, that needs to be reduced for the comfort of the crew as well as

to minimize the energy loss arising from the chordal action in the track.

The expression for the ratio uB/F 0 as shown in equation (36) yields

the following result: In order to reduce tnis ratio

(a) the compliance of the idler suspension should be relatively stiff.

this can be achieved in practice by making the receptance at thet

idler wheel position small, lut not zero corresponding to the fixed-

end boundary condition, and making the- mass of the idler wheel large.

(b) The size of each shoe assembly should be small. The continuous-belt

limit is an optimum limit.

*Report No. NPG-178, "Noise and Vibration Reduction Program on the M-109

Self-Propelled Howitzer", Allison Division Army Tank-Automotive Plant,

I
I 90
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Analysis of dynamic forces acting on the idler wheel support, as

discussed in 5.4, shows that the transverse component oi the vibration

in the part of the track between the rear road wheel and the idler wheel

will be minimized by

(c) making the angle as small as possible that this part of the track

makes with the horizontal. In practice, this condition may be

achieved by making the diameter of the idler wheel large.

The combination of the criteria described in (a), (b), and (c)

above leads one to the condition that would reduce the transverse compo-

nents of the vibration transmitted to the vehicle compartment through

the idler suspension: The mass and the size of the idler wheel should

be large and the size of individual track shoe assembly should be small.

The compliance of the idler suspension should be fairly stiff.

The ratio u B/F 0 is expressed in terms of various physical parameters,

as shown in equations (36) and (37). This is not a smooth function and

one must resort to the numerical analysis to study its characteristics.

Nevertheless, such an analysis enables one to obtain a set of values for

various physical parameters that will result in small magnitude of

for a givent force input at the road wheel. Several t',pical cases are

illustrated in Appendix A. The result shows that there is no single sus-

pension system that will reduce vibration coupling at all frequencies.

Similar calculations as those shown in Appendix A may be carried out

for many other cases. The calculations are simple enough to be performed

in a hand-held calculator.
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VII RECOMNENDATION FOR FURTHER STUDY

The metliod of analysis based on the technique of receptance coefficients

is a straightforward and general one that can be applied to many vibra-

tion problems.

The preeent study dealt only with an idealized model of a single-

pin type track configuration. The study should be extended to deal with

other types of track configuration, such as the double-pin type.

No theoretical analysis can be regarded as complete without a

follow-up study of experimental verification of its results. It is

recommended that some or all aspects of the present study be subjected

to an experimental project for verification.

I
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APPENDIX A: SAMPLE CALCULATIONS OF uB/FO
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TABLE 1. sin c w2  w2 2 1/2

- 2K

-. sin c sin 5c sin 6c sin 7c sin 8c sin 9c sin 10c
K

0.25 0.4841 0.5768 0.1094 -0.3855 -0.7840 -0.9865 -0.9424
3.75

0.50 0.6614 -0.4545 -0.9300 -0.9406 -0.4809 0.2192 0.8097
3.50

0.75 0.7806 -0.9727 -0.782 -0.0138 0.7719 0.9787 0.4516
3.25

1.00 0.8660 -0.8660 0.0000 0.8660 0.8660 0.0000 -0.8660
3.00

1.25 0.9270 -0.3443 0.7412 0.9003 -0.0658 -0.9497 -0.6465
2.75

.50 0.9682 0.3017 0.9986 0.1979 -0.8995 -0.6480 0.5753
2.50

1.752:25 0.9922 0.8100 0.6816 -0.6411 -0.8414 0.4313 0.9489

2.00 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 -1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000

A - (1 - a')sin Nc - sin(N+1)e,

B - -(1/1 2CB)UB/FO - (sin c)/A,

as used in the following tables. Also refer to equations (43) and (44).
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TABLE 2. a " 0.01

A(N-5) A(N-6) A(N-7)

0.25 0.4616 0.4938 0.4024 0.2103 -.0.0342

0.50 0.4798 0.0199 -0.4503 -0.6953 -0.5927

0.75 1.7522 -0.7675 -0.7856 -0.2145 0.5173

1.00 -0.8573 -0.8660 -0.0087 0.8513 0.8660

1.25 -1.0821 -0.1665 0.9571 1.0148 -0.2937

1.50 -0.6990 0,7907 1.0954 -0.2425 -1.2168

1.75 0.1203 1.3159 0.2067 -1.2643 -0.5219

2.00 0.9900 1.0000 -0.9900 -1.0000 0.9900

B(N"5) B(N"6) B(N-7) B(N-S) b(N-9)

0.25 1.0487 0.9804 1.2030 2.2728 -14.1550

0.50 1.3785 33.2362 -1.4688 -0.9512 -1.1159

0.75 0.4455 -1.0171 -0.9936 -. 6392 1.5090

1.00 -1.0101 -1.0000 -99.5402 1.0101 1.0000

1.25 -0.8567 -5.5676 0.9686 0.9135 -3.1563

1.50 -1.3851 i.2245 0.8839 -3.9926 -0.7957

1.75 8.2477 :.7540 4.8002 -0.7848 -1.9011

2.00 1.0101 1.0000 -1.0101 -1.0000 1.0101

B B (N,6) B(N,7) -147,) (N-9)

j-7(N-5) NNNN

0.25 0.0419 0.0272 0.0246 0.0355 -0.1748
0.50 0.0451 0.9232 -0.0300 -0.0149 -0.0138
0.75 0.0178 -0.0283 -0.0203 -0.0569 0.0186

1.00 -0.0404 -0.0278 -2.0314 0.0158 0.0123

1.25 -0.0343 -0.1547 0.0198 0.0143 -0.0390

1.50 -0.0554 0.0340 0.0180 -0.0624 -0.0098

1.75 u.3299 0.0209 0.0980 -0.0123 -0.0235

2.00 0.4040 0.0278 -0,0206 -0.0156 0.0125



TABLE 3. O " 0.05

IW
2

A(N-5) A(N-6) A(N-7) A(N-8) A(N-9)

0.25 0.4386 0.4894 0,4178 0.2417 0.0052

0.50 0.4980 0.0571 -0.4127 -0.6761 -0.6015

0.75 -0.1349 -0.7359 -0.7850 -0.2454 0.4782

1.00 -0.8227 -0.8660 -0.0433 0.8227 0.8660

1.25 -0.0683 -0.1962 0.9211 0.8872 -0.2557

1.50 -0.7111 0.7501 1.0875 -0.2065 -1.1909

1.7f 0.0879 1.2886 0.2324 -1.2306 -0.5392

2.00 0.950u 1.0000 -0.9500 -1.0000 0.9500

B(N-5) B(N-6) B(N-7) B(N-S) B(N-9)

0.25 1.1037 0.9892 1.1587 2.0029 93.0962

0.50 1.3281 ii.r832 -1.6026 -0.9783 -1.0996

0.75 -5.7865 -1..0607 -0.9944 -3.1809 1.6324

1.00 -1.0526 -1.0000 -20.0000 1.0526 1.0000

1.25 -0.8677 -4.7248 1.0064 1.0449 -3.6253

1.50 -1.3616 1.2908 0.8903 -4.6886 -0.8130

1.75 11,2878 0.7700 4.2694 -0.8063 -3.8401

2.00 1.0526 1.0000 -1.0526 -1.0000 1.0526

NZ(N-5) N(N-6) NB-Z(N-7) (N-8) N(N-9)

0.25 0.0441 0.0275 0.0236 0.0313 1.1493

0.50 0.0531 0.3218 -0.0327 -0.0153 -0.0136

0.75 -0.2315 -0.0295 -0.0203 -0.0497 0.0202

1.00 -0.0421 -0.0278 -0.4082 0.0164 0.0123

1.25 -0.0347 -0.1312 0.0205 0.0163 -0.0448

1.50 -0.0545 0.0359 0.0182 -0.0733 -0.0100

1.75 0.4515 0.0214 0.0871 -0.0126 -0.0227

2.00 0.0421 0.0278 -0.0215 -0.0156 0.0130

|
I
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TABLE 4. a 0.10

1W2 A(N-5) A(N=6) A(N-7) A(N-8) A(N-9)

0.25 0.4097 0.4840 0.4371 0.2809 0.0546J 0.50 0.5210 0.1036 -0.3656 -0.6520 -0.6124

0.75 -0.0862 -0.6965 -0.7843 -0.2840 0.4292

1.00 -0.7784 -0.8660 -0.0866 0.7794 0.8660

1.25 -1.0511 -0.2332 0.8761 0.8905 -0.2082

1.50 -0.7271 0.7008 1.0776 -0.1616 -1.1585

1.75 0.0474 1.2545 0.2644 -1.1886 -0.5617

2.00 0.9000 1.0000 -0.9000 -1.0000 0.9000

B(N-5) B(N-6) B(N-7) B(N-8) B(N-9)

I 0.25 1.1816 1.0002 1.1075 1.7234 8,8663

0.50 1.2695 6.3842 -1.8091 -1.0144 -1.0800

0.75 -9.0557 -1.1207 -0.9953 -2.7486 1.8187
1.00 -1.1125 -1.0000 -10.0000 1.1111 1.0000

1.25 -0.8819 -3.9751 1.0581 1.0410 -4.4524

1.50 -1.3316 1.3816 0.8985 -5.9913 -0.8357

1 1.75 20.9325 0.7909 3.7526 -0.8348 -1.7664

2.00 1.1111 1.0000 -1.1111 -1.0000 1.1111

-,IN5 B ,z(N-6) Nz2 (N-7) -N(N -8) NZ=9

3 0.25 0.0473 0.0278 0.0226 0.0269 0.1095

0.50 0.0508 0.1773 -0.0369 -0.0159 -0.01333 0.75 -0.3622 -0.0311 -0.0203 -0.0429 0.0225

1.00 -0.0445 -0.0278 -0.2041 0.0174 0.0123

1.25 -0.0353 -0.1104 0.0216 0.0163 -0.0550

1.50 -0.0533 0.0384 0.0183 -0.0936 -0.0103

1.75 0.8373 0.0220 0.0766 -0.0130 -0.0218

2.00 0.0444 0.0278 -0.0227 -0.0156 0.0137

I
!
I
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TABLE 5. 0' * 0.15

A(N-5) A(N-6) A(N-7) A(N-8) A(N-9)

0.25 0.3809 0.4785 0.4563 0.3201 0.1039

0.50 0.5437 0.1501 -0.3186 -0.6280 -0.6234

0.75 -0.0376 -0.6570 -0.7836 -0.3226 0.3803

1.00 -0.7361 -0.8660 -0.1299 0.7361 0.8660

1.25 -1.0339 -0.2703 0.8311 0.8938 -0.1607

1.50 -0.7422 0.6509 1.0677 -0.1166 -1.1261

1.75 0.0069 1.2205 0.2965 -1.1465 -0.5823

2.00 0.8500 1.0000 -0.s500 -1.0000 0.8500

B(N-5) B(N-6) B(N-7) B(N-8) B(N-9)

0.25 1.2709 1.0117 1.0609 1.5123 4.6593

0.50 1.2165 4.4064 -2.0760 1.0532 -1.0610

0.75 -20.7606 -1.1881 -0.9962 -2.4197 2.0526

1.00 -1.1765 -1.0000 -6.6667 1.1765 1.0000

1.25 -0.8966 -3.4295 1.1154 1.0371 -5.7685

1.50 -1.3045 1.4875 0.9068 -8.3036 -0.8598

1.75 143.7971 0.8129 3.3464 -0.8654 -1.7039

2.00 1.1765 1.0000 -1.1765 -1.0000 1.1765

--NY(N-5) N-Z(N-6) -Z(N=7) -Y(N-8) B-(x9

0.25 0.0508 0.0281 0.0217 0.0236 0.0575

0.50 0.0487 0.1224 -0.0424 -0.0165 -0.0131

0.75 --0.8304 -0.0330 -0.0203 -0.0378 0.0253

1.00 -0.0471 -0.0278 -0.1361 0.0184 0.0123

1.25 -0.0359 -0.0953 0.0228 0.0162 -0.0712

1.50 -0.0522 0.0413 0.0185 -0.1297 -0.0106

1.75 5.7519 0.0226 0.0683 -0.0135 -0.0210

2.00 0.0471 0.0278 -0.0240 -0.0156 0.0145
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TABLE 6. - 0.20

- A(N-5) A(N-6) A(N7) A(N-8) A(N-9)

0.25 0.3520 0.4730 0.4756 0.3593 0.1532

0.50 0.5664 0.1966 -0.2716 -0.6039 -0.6343

0.75 0.0110 -0.6176 -0.7829 -0.3612 0.3314

1.00 -0.6928 -0.8660 -0.1732 0.6928 0.8660

1.25 -1.0166 -0.3073 0.7860 0.8971 -0.1133

1.50 -0.7572 0.6010 1.0578 -0.0716 -1.0937

1.75 -0.0336 1.1864 0.3285 -1.1044 -0.6039

2.00 0.8000 1.0000 -0.8000 -1.0000 0.8000

B(N-5) B(N-6) B(N-7) B(N-8) B(N-9)

0.25 1.3753 1.0235 1.0179 1.3473 3.1599

0.50 1.1677 3.3642 -2.4352 -1.0952 -1.0427

0.75 70.9637 -1.2639 -0.9971 -2.1611 2.3555

1.00 -1.2500 -1.0000 -5.0000 1.2500 1.0000

1.25 -0.9119 -3.0166 1.1794 1.0333 -8.1818

1.50 -1.2787 1.6110 0.9153 -13.5223 -0.8853

1.75 -29.5298 0.8363 3.0204 -0.8984 -1.6430

2.00 1.2500 1.0000 -1.2500 -1.0000 1.2500

NZ(N-5) -y(N-6) NZ (N-7) -7(N- 8) NB-(N-9)

0.25 0.0550 0.0284 0.0208 0.0211 0.0390

0.50 0.0467 0.0934 -0.0497 -0.0171 -0.0129

0.75 2.8385 -0.0351 -0.0203 -0.0338 0.0291

1.00 -0.0500 -0.0278 -0.1020 0.0195 0.0123

1.25 -0.0365 -0.0838 0.0241 0.0161 -0.1010

1.50 -0.0511 0.0447 0.0187 -0.2113 -0.0109

1.75 -1.1812 0.0232 0.0616 -0.0140 -0.0203

2.00 0.0500 0.0278 -0.0255 -0.0278 0.0500

I
I
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TABLE 7. - 0.25

A(N-5) A(N-6) A(N-7) A(N-8) A(N.9)

0.25 0.3232 0.4676 0.4949 0.3985 0.2025

0.50 0.5891 0.2431 -0.2246 -0.5799 -0.6453

0.75 0.0597 -0.5781 -0.7823 -0.3998 0.2824

1.00 -0.6495 -0.8660 -0.2165 0.6495 0.8660

1.25 -0.9994 -0.3444 0.7410 0.9004 -0.0658

1.50 -0.7723 0.5511 1.0479 -0.0266 -1.0613

1.7b -0.0741 1.1523 0.3606 -1.0624 -0.6254

2.00 0.7500 1.0000 -0.7500 -1.0000 0.7500

B(N-5) B(N-6) B(N-7) B(N-8) B(N-9)

0.25 1.4978 1.0353 0.9782 1.2148 2.3906

0.50 1.1227 2.7207 -2.9448 -1.1405 -1.0249

0.75 i3.0754 -1.3503 -0.9978 -1.9525 2.7642

1.00 -1.3333 -1.0000 -4.0000 1.3333 1.0000

1.25 -0.9276 -2.6916 1.2510 1.0295 -14.0881

1.50 -1.2536 1.7568 0.9239 -36.3985 -0.9123

1.75 -13.3900 0.8611 2.7515 -0.9339 -1.5865

2.00 1.3333 1.0000 -7.3333 -1.0000 1.3333

NZ(N-5) NB--(N-6) -7 (N-7) N7 (N-8) N-(N,,9)

0.25 0.0599 0.0288 0.0200 0.0190 0.0295

0.50 0.0449 0.0756 -0.0601 -0.0178 -0.0127

0.75 0.5230 -0.0375 -0.0204 -0.0305 0.0341

1.00 -0.0533 -0.0278 -0.0816 0.0208 0.0123

1.25 -0.0371 -0.0748 0.0255 0.0161 -0.1739

1.50 -0.0501 0.0488 0.0189 -0.5687 -0.0113

1.75 -0.5356 0.0239 0.0562 -0.0146 -0.0196

2.00 0.0533 0.0278 -0.0272 -0.0156 0.0165

I
I
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These tables may be used in the following manner:

Assuming that a track shoe assembly has a characteristic value for I/K,

the selection of angular frequency w will fix the value of Iw2/K for

the particular frequency of vibration that needs to be minimized.

(a) Assume that the boundary condition at the idler wheel is pre-determined,

that is the value of a' is given. Then the calculations similar to those

tabulated will give the value of N which would minimize the particular

vibration.

(b) Assume that N is pre-determined, that is, the distance between the

rear road wheel and the idler wheel is a fixed one. Then the calculations

similar to those tabulated will give the value of a' which would minimize

the particular vibration.
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